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We are living in the era of information technology where people refer the internet for almost
everything. Social networking media has become a dominant tool for lively conversations and a
place for critical analysis of various matters. As the prominence of this media is increasing, one has
to realize the need of social media monitoring tool which could and should act as a check
mechanism to prevent unethical practices and to monitor the transactions.

Lot of techno powered tools have been formulated as web tools with respect to scheduling of the
web applications. Let us examine the different tools utilized for this purpose. The first one is the
Autotweeter which is termed as a light weight tweet scheduler and can send automatic tweet to the
twitter account. This can be used to schedule tweet, reply and to follow request. Autotweeter could
send tweets at frequent time intervals fixed by the user.

Nutshell mail is another tool which is capable of copying latest updates from your social network
accounts. Once the copying is over, it puts the copied content in a snapshot mail and transforms the
same to the userâ€™s primary email address based on a schedule set by the user. Nutshell support
Facebook, Twitter, MySpace etc. Another module is sprout social dashboard which has got mainly
six interfaces. The first one is the social media dashboard in which an overview of all the recent
activities from various networks are provided along with a real time score of latest social media
engagements. The second interface is the inbox which is nothing but a mechanism that shows your
followers in the twitter. The next element is the contacts which would help the users to search for
friends.

Discovery is the fourth interface enabling the user to get the specific results for keyboard searches.
Another element called the schedule, allows you to post schedules even after some specific time
span. The last interface is the statistics which gives some basic information about the twitter posting
activity. If we go deeper in to the Social media Dashboard, we can even see the detailed web
interfaces and their advancements in different aspects. As a concluding remark, we can say that the
emergence of all these tweeting scheduling tools had definitely helped the internet community to
enhance the quality of networking to extract better results.
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